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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PROBLEMS IN NEGRO HIGHER EDUCATION
Every race has problems which it must face durin? the progress of
education; but the Negro must encounter problems peculiarly his own.
Although much progress has been made in the field of Negro higher edu-
cation, there are still many oroblems to be solved, in order that edu-
cation for Negroes may reach a higher level.
Oak hss published an article in which he clearly and justly
presents the outstanding defects in Negro colleges and universities.
He cites as some of the major defects, the over-supoly of
colleges, competition for students, the tendency of Negro schools to
copy the curriculs of white institutions, and the lack of profession-
si attitude on the part of Ne^ro teachers.
Negro education has suffered because of the poor geographical
distribution of the institutions. Ambitious orincinals have fre-
ouently sought to enlarge secondary schools into colleges, with the
result that there seems to be an over-supply of Negro colleges.
The funds of supporting agencies are too widely scattered, with
the result that teachers are very often poorly paid and consequently
poorly qualified. They have money neither for further study nor for
* Oak, V.V., "Some Outstanding Defects Id Institutions of Higher
Learning for Negroes," School and Society, Wo. 1186, September 18, 1937.
1

travel.
Lack of professional attitude on the part of teachers has had its
effect in lowering the quality of Negro education. This attitude may
be attributed to the poor living conditions and meager salaries to
which many teachers must submit.
There has been a tendency to copy the curricula of white insti-
tutions, most of them having been discarded by those schools as aimless
and out of date. There is also a lack of clear- cut and definite ob-
jectives. Curricula are not adapted to suit the needs, background and
capacities of the students, but are fashioned to follow a traditional
pattern with frequent modifications to meet specific needs or changing
conditions.
Because of these many problems, there has been a migration to
white schools in the North. Here
(
too, the Negro student suffers be-
cause he is inhibited by racial barriers and prejudices.
In recent years, the nation as a whole has become sensitive to the
needs of Negro education, so that the outlook for the future is by no
means hopeless. There has been much progress in the ideas and oolicies
of Negro education. Much literature has been distributed concerning
Nsgro life. Scientific research in the field of Negro education has
increased the number of scholars. A growing willingness on the part of
both negroes and whites to co-operate in the spirit of frankness, is
working toward the improvement of Negro education."^"
Caliver, A.J., "Outlook for Negro Education," School Life ,
XX, No. 2, October, 1934, 40-1.

PURPOSE AND JUSTIFICATION OF PRESENT STUDY
The purpose of this study is to secure information concerning the
professional training in physical education for women in Negro teacher-
training institutions of higher learning, to evaluate the findings and
determine the advisability of following certain policies or trends, and
to make recommendations that may be of aid in planning more intelligent-
ly for the future.
It was the idea to contact the various teacher-training institu-
tions which offer four year courses leading to a B.A. or a B.S. degree
with physical education as a major subject to try to ascertain which
practices prevail.
A study of this nature might be the means of bringing about a
better understanding between the teacher- training institutions offering
the physical education major, and in the future to be an aid in helping
to standardize the reouirements for this type of work. This study does
not in any way attempt to be conclusive, but to show the wide di-
vergences of current practices in this phase of the work of the insti-
tutions used in thi s study.
Until very recently, the aspect of Negro education that was most
neglected, was that of the orofessional preparation of teachers in
health and physical education. ^ previous to 194-0, not more than twelve
1 The term "physical education" will be used in this study rather
than the now inclusive term "health, physical education and recreation, 11
to designate all three fields in all general discussions not specifical-
ly related to health education or recreation.
*
institutions offered such training. Kitchen states that "At present,
more than fifty institutions nrofess to train ohysical education teachers
for the elementary and secondary grades." Undoubtedly, there must be a
oreat variance in the ability of these institutions to earry on such
training because of differences relevant to facilities, state retire-
ments or standards, educational pbilosoohies held by staff members
charged with curriculum construction, the quality and training of staff
members, and many other fectors that may or may not be characteristic of
a particular institution.
It is the duty of every institution to correct these
defects within a reasonable time, by adooting the techniques
of modern student oersonnel administration, including the use
of personnel records and curriculum offerings, to the interests
and capacities of each individual student for the provision of
effective educational and vocational guidance.
Emphasis must be olaced on auality of student oersonnel, high
standards in curricula and instructional method, rather than on quan-
titative production. It is evident then, that organizations which con-
trol these higher institutions, must ?ive greater attention to the
character of the college nrogram, if the fullest sunport e nd recognition
ere to be obtained.
Kitchen, &.H., "The Status of Health and Physical Education in
the Colleges for Negroes sponsored by the Americar> missionary Associa-
tion," Unoublished Master's Thesis, University of Michigan, August,
1940, p. 8.

It is logical to assume that the rabidity with which Negro insti-
tutions of higher learning have adooted undergraduate work in physical
education, is sufficient reason for causing to take stock and to de-
termine the advisability of certain policies and planning more intel-
ligently for the future.
Proceeding on the hyoothesis that teacher- training programs are
an outward expression of educational philosophies held by faculty
members, this study is further justified because it will bring to light
their ohilosoohies , not for one institution but for the majority of
institutions which are concerned with teacher-training education.
It is hoped that the findings of this study may be summarized in
such form that the results will be of value to physical educators, to
educators in general and to the schools included in the study.
SURVEY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THE FIELD
The history of nhysical education in Negro institutions of higher
learning ooints to a strictly athletic tyne of program, due to a lack
of professionally trained teachers in the field. The situation as
regards women has indeed been comolex. Because of this lack of ade-
quately trained leaders, it was necessary at first to have a white or
fei-racial faculty to administer the program in physical education for
women in Negro colleges and universities. Later administrators had
gradually to be convinced of the wisdom of changing from white to pro-

f^ssionally trained Negro women.
Lack of equipment and space have been the chief
obstacles to be overcome in the establishment of effective
programs. Athletics and other ohvsical education, were
for many years conducted on ooen fields with oossibly a
few student-built tennis courts. Indoor space for phy-
sical education was notably iPcV-inc.
Gradually, several of the larger schools improvised
gymnasia from old buildings. Others soon followed suit.
This is still true today of some of the smaller southern
schools. Poor facilities have been instrumental in
rendering the program unattractive to students, and thus
have made the attainment of objectives difficult.
Today the outlook is becoming brighter. rviuch progress has
been made in athletics at the college level. An increase has been
made in the variety of activities offered and better trained teachers,
coaches and officials have entered the profession. number of
Negro colleges are doing excellent work in the preparation of
teachers in the field. The white di < fessional schools in hygiene
and physical education also attract Negro students.
From 1929 to 194-8, numerous studies of a similar type have been
reported in professional periodicals such as the "Journal of Health
and Physical Education," and "The Research Quarterly." Most of them
Burr, J.H., A Survey of Physical Education in Negro Colleges
and Universities, Master's Thesis, International Y.M.C.A. College,
Springfield, Mass., June, 1931, p. U.
Ibid
.
, o. 5-6.

were concerned solely with teacher- training urograms in white insti-
tutions. Though the findings of such studies are not particularly-
relevant to Negro education, they did, however, have particular value
in the construction of the system of classification of the course
offerings of institutions included in this study. Soecial reference
is made to some of them in Chapter II which is concerned with study
procedure.
A study that was relatively comparable to this, was one reportd "by
Ellis in both the "Research Quarterly" and the "Journal of Negro
Education" in 1939. By use of the questionnaire method, he attempted
to determine the status of health and physical education for women in
negro colleges and universities. Out of the sixty-seven questionnaires
sent out, he received fiftj'-two back or a 77 per cent return. Though
his questionnaire was constructed to treat all phases of physical edu-
cation, his findings were meager and no conclusions were made. His
findings are as follows;
1. Ten of the fifty-seven colleges give a major in ohysical
education.
2. The status of health and ohysical education is, in
general, comparatively low.
3. Most institutions offer some type of recreation for
women.
4-. Routine requirements of two years in ohysical education
activities in most colleges and universities.
1 Ellis., A.W. , "The Status of Healtn and Physical Education for
Women in Negro Colleges and Universities," Journal of Negro_Education,
8:67, Mo. 1, January, 1939.
ir
numerous educational surveys of statewide scone have constantly
urged the Ne^ro colleges to redefine its functions in terms of the needs
of Negroes. Quite a few Negro administrators are realizing this need,
and are breaking away fi-om the "traditional" liberal arts orograms that
have too long been characteristic of Negro higher education
.
The physical educator must realize his responsibilities, as it is
a poor physical educator who does not see the relationship of his field
to the total welfare of the student. Irwin best summarizes this
relationship when he states that:
The teachers in physical education are concerned with
the intellectual welfare of the student in at least three
ways. First, sufficient knowledge of healthful li ving , is
important to help the student toward the best possible ad-
justment insofar as health is concerned in adult life.
Second, in order to receive the utmost from physical activities,
the students are taught fundamental rules and strategies of
snorts. Third, it is the duty of teachers to assist in cro-
viding a medium for the most efficient intellectual develop-
ment of such boys and girls, not only in the physical edu-
cation program, but also in the academic field.
With this impending trend toward redefinition of educational
functions, the Negro physical educator must evaluate his present pro-
gram in terms of the total educational process.
Irwin, Leslie N. , "Some proiected Curri culum Planning,
Journal of Health and Physical ^duct-tion, 10:510, Mo. 9, November, 1939.

CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
METHOD OF STUDY
The method of procuring data relevant to teacher- training programs
of Negro institutions of higher learning rested primarily between two
methods. They were (l) the questionnaire and (2) the procurement of
college catalogues. Using both methods would have given the study a
higher degree of validity, but the lack of finances and the time ele-
ment forced the choice to one - the orocurement of college catalogues
for the purpose of analyzing the required teacher- training- curriculum.
Recourse was made to "Patterson's American Educational .Directory^
and Good's Guide to Colleges and Universitie s and Professional Schools
in.
.
the United States .^ From these two volumes a list was comoiled
that included all Negro four-year institutions of higher learning and
the names of the resoective presidents. A letter was drafted to each
ef these presidents requesting the latest bulletin of their resoective
institutions
.
While waiting for the bulletins to arrive, a system of classifying
the required courses in the teacher- training curriculum was checked
Patterson, Homer L. , Patterson 1 s ^American Educational Diction-
ary Volume 44* American Educational Company, Chicago, ±94-7.
p
Good, Carter V., A Guide to College s
x
Universities and Pro-
fes sional Scnools in the United State s, American Council on Education,
Washington, D.C., 194-5.

upon. In aJ report by Neilson, it was found that the American Asso-
ciation of Health and Physical Education approved the following four
area classification of courses that go to make un the teacher-training
programs:
I General Professional Education
II General Academic Education
III Foundation Science
IV Health and Physical Education
Since there was need for further classification of the health
and physical education area, a system of course classification de-
vised by Hetherington was decided upon along with the above.
TV Health
,
Physical Education and Recreation
A • Health Education
All courses such as hygiene, principles of health edu-
cation, etc. are to be classified into this sub-area.
B. Recreation
All theory courses such as recreational leadership,
community recreation
, etc. are classified under this
sub-area.
C. Interpretation
Courses of an internretive nature such as princioles
and philosophy of ohysical education, etc. are classi-
fied under this sub-area.
* Neilson, N. p
., "A Report on the National Study of Professional
Education in Health and Physical Education," Journal of Health and
Physical Education. Volume 5, No. 7, 1933.
^ Hetherington, Clark W. , "The Training Required for Teacher of
Physical Education," Journal of Health ^nd Physical Education, 7:3,
No. 7, November, 1934.

D . Organization and Administration
The heading is self-exolanatory as to the tyne of courses
classified under this sub-area.
B • Educability
Examoles of courses falling in this area are those con-
cerned with classification, and tests and measurements.
F. Program
Examoles of courses classified under this heading, are
kinesiology, physiology of exercise, etc.
G . Leadership
Examples of courses classified as "Leadership)" are those
concerned with physical activities and methods and
materials in health and ohysical education.
H . General and _ Individual
Courses concerned with research and Droblems in health
and Physical education are classified under this sub-area.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE STUDY
Catalogues were received from sixty-five four- year colleges,
universities and teachers' colleges. A study of these, bulletins dis-
closed great differences in the organization, administration, fa-
cilities, equipment and offerings of the various institutions, and
the need for certain delimitation in the study.
This study is confined to the professional orogram of physical
education in twenty-three selected institutions. Of the thirty- three
institutions which offered a major in ohysical education, only twenty-
three outlined their teacher- training program. It was decided that

these twenty-three would orovide an airole sample for further study.
It is hoped that the findings relevant to these twenty- three will
also be characteristic of the ten institutions not included for
further stud v.
Forty-nine of the institutions oarti cipating in this study, offer
courses leading to a minor. Thirty-four offer four-year teacher-
training programs leading either to the A.B. or B.S. degree. One of
these thirty-four institutions is for men, so it may be specifically
stated that there are thirty-three Negro institutions offering four-
year teacher- tr? ining urograms in physical education for women.
Worth- Carolina leads all other states with the number of institutions
offering such training being five. Texas was second with four. It may
be stated that approximately seventy-five per cent of all Negro insti-
tutions of higher learning offer some type of professional training
in health and physical education.
The twenty-three which included complete outlines of the oro-
fessional teacher- training programs in their respective catalogues
arer
1. Arkansas
2. Bethune-Cookman
3. Bluefield
4. Fisk University
5. Florida A. & Iff.
6. Fort Valley
7. Hampton Institute
8. Houston College (now Texas University)
9. Johnson G. Smith University
10. Kentucky State
11. Lincoln University

12. Miles
13. North Carolina A & T
14. Prairie View
15. Shaw University
16. Southern University
17. South Carolina A & M
18. Tennesee A & I
19. Tuskegee Institute
20. Virginia State
21. West Virginia State
22. Wilberforce University
23. Xavier University
All states are reoresented with the exceotion of Mississippi and
Oklahoma. These two did not have any institutions offering four-year
teacher- training programs.

TABLE I
NAMES AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF NEGRO INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH A.ND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions Major Minor
Alabama:
Alabama State Teachers College X
Miles College X X
Talladega College X X
Tuskegee Institute X X
Arkansas:
Arkansas Agriculture 1, Mechanical and
Normal College X X
Philander Smith College X
Delaware:
Delaware State College X
District of Columbia:
Miner Teachers College X
Howard University X X
Florida:
Bethune Cookman College X X
Florida A & M College X X
Georgia:
Fort Valley State College X X
Morehouse College X
Morris Brown X
Kentucky:
Kentucky State College X X
Louisiana:
Dillard University X
Grambling College X
Southern University X X
Xavier University X X
Maryland:
Morgan State College X X
Missouri:
Lincoln University X X

TABLE I (Continued)
NAMES AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF NEGRO INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions Major Minor
North Carolina:
Barber-Scotia College X X
Bennett College X X
Fayetteville State Teachers College X
Johnson C. Smith University X X
Livingston College X
North Carolina A & T College X X
North Carolina State College X X
Shaw University X X
St. Augustine College X X
Ohio:
Wilberforce University X X
"Pennsylvania:
Lincoln University X X
South Carolina:
Allen University X
Claflin College X X
South Carolina A & M College X X
Tennesee
:
Fisk University X X
Knoxville College X
Tennesee A & I College X X
Texas:
Bishop College X X
Houston College X X
Praire View N & I College X X
Texas College X X
Tillotson College X X
Virginia
Hamoton Institute X X
Virginia State College X X
Virginia Union University X

16
TABLE T (Continued)
NAMES AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF NEGRO INSTITUTIONS
OFFERING MAJORS AND MINORS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
States and Institutions Major Minor
West Virginia:
Bluef ield State College X X
Storer College X
West Virginia State College X X
Totals 34 49

CHAPTER III
GENERAL PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
This chapter deals with the required courses which the various
institutions required in the orofessional studies. Tables II, III, IV
and V have been prepared to facilitate reporting, and to present to the
reader a large body of factual material, without the loss of insti-
tutional identity, relevant to semester-hour distribution, and the
types of courses found in this area.
Twenty-three institutions required varied degrees of semester-
hour credit in this area. The maximum number of hours required by any
one institution is 31.8 and the minimum 12. The mean and median number
,of hours for all the institutions are 20.6 and 20 respectively.
Concern will be primarily relegated to such aspects as frequency
of occurrence, average number of semester hours reouired in the area,
and in specific courses, year placement, and other findings of a
general nature that best describe the general status of course offer-
ings which fall under the classification of general orofessional edu-
cation.
Psychology
.
Twenty institutions require a median of three semester
hours in educational psychology, thirteen require a similar number in
general psychology, and nine a median of three hours in adolescent
psychology. The modal year placements for these courses are two,
two and three respectively.
V?

Three institutions required a median of three semester hours in
child psychology and thr*ee reouired a similar number in mental hygiene.
Two institutions required the same number of hours in courses which
combine both child and adolescent osycholooy. The most common year-
olacement for these courses was the sophomore and junior years. One
institution reauired a two semester hour course in social osvcholo^v.
By way of summary, it was found that twenty-one institutions re-
quired one or more courses in psychology. The two institutions which
did not require any of the orecedinp courses did, however, recuire
six semester hours of credit to be carried in courses relevant to
child growth and develooment. The average number of hours recuired
by the institutions in psychology is 6.6 The maximum number recuired
by any one institution is twelve and the minimum two. ^or the insti-
tutions studied, it was found that the average one devoted £1 oer cent
of its total curriculum in this area to courses in nsychology.
princinles of Secondary Education
.
Althou?h the institutions
studied are prim^ily interested in training nhysica.l educators for
the secondary school level, onlv eleven require courses concerned
with the princinles of secondary education. The median number of
hours required is three and the mode relevant to course year-olacement
is the third.
Orientation and Introduction to Edu ca tion. Eleven institutions
require courses which may be categorized under the heading "Orienta-
tion." The median number of reouired hours is two, the maximum num-
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ber of required hours by any institution is 3.3 and the minimum 0.
Courses of this type were offered in the student's first year. The
content of such courses varied widely and hardly two institutions em-
phasized the same things. Some were concerned with orientating the
student to institutional life, others to the problems of personal ad-
justment, and some only to a survey of public education. In view of
the differences relative to content, it seems olausible to recommend
that those concerned with the formulation of such courses investigate
the possibility of combining the orientation course with that of intro-
duction to education-content for such a course would revolve around
problems of oersonal and institutional adjustment and an introduction
to public education.
Eight institutions require a median of three semester hours in
courses designed to introduce the student to the study of education.
Five euch courses are offered in the sophomore year and three in the
freshmen year. Course content is designed to acquaint the student
with the puroose, scone and organization of public education. Tlfliereas
much of the content is the same as that found in orientation courses,
it might be well to summarize by stating that nine institutions did
not reouire any hourly credit in sucn courses.
Foundations of Education . Two institutions require 2.5 semester
hours to be carried by the student in courses p-iven to the foundations
of education. One such course is of an introductory nature and is
offered in the freshman year. The other designed for the more mature

student, is offered in the senior year.
Philosophy and History of Education. Specific courses in the
philosophy of education are required by four institutions. The
approximate median number of required hours is three and likewise for
the modal year placement.
Courses where the concern is with the history of education are re-
quired by two schools. Each required approximately three semester
hours in such courses, and they are offered in the junior and senior
years.
Educational Survey Courses. Two institutions require that the
student carry six semester hours of work in this type of course.
These courses are designed to provide the student with the foundations,
history, ohilosophy and principles of education.
Educational Administration . Courses pertaining to various aspects
of educational administration are required by three institutions. The
median number of reauired hours is two and such courses ere offered
in the student's fourth year.
Problems in Education . Three institutions require courses con-
cerned with a variety of Problems pertinent to education. Titles of
specific courses required are as follows: "Problems in Ne?ro Edu-
cation," "School and Community Relationship", 8nd "Problems in Edu-
cation." One institution required eie;ht semester hours of work in

such courses and the other two approximately 2.5.
Educational Sociology. One institution required such a course.
Credit was three semester hours and it was offered in the student's
junior year. This course could have well been classified under
"Problems", because much of the descriptive content to this course
is similar to content listed under the general heading "Problems in
Education".
Curriculum . Three institutions reouire a median of three semes-
ter hours in courses which are concerned with the scope, organization
and construction of the secondary school curriculum. One recuired
six semester hours in such courses and the remaining two, three and
two hours.
Techniques of Teaching and Methods and Materials . Ei<*ht insti-
tutions required a median of three semester hours in courses which
are concerned with the principles and techniques of teaching in the
secondary grades. The usual year-placement for such courses is the
third.
Specific courses titled "Methods and Materials" were required by
two institutions. By way of summary, it is evident that ten insti-
tutions required courses relevant to techniques, methods and materials
of instruction applicable to the secondary grades.
Educational Electives
.
Four institutions require a median of

three semester hours of credit in educational electives. In some
instances the institution noted in its bulletin that these elective
hours are restricted to a method course in the student's second teach-
ing field.
Tests and Measurements . Six institutions require a median of two
semester hours of credit in educational measurements. Four insti-
tutions offered this course in the fourth year, one in the third, and
one in the fourth. Offering this type of course in the student's
second or third year is hignly questionable. Tests and measurements
presuppose a relatively hi?h degree of educational maturity and this
writer questions whether the average student has reached this ooint
below the senior year, if then.
Extra-Curricula Activit ies . One institution requires approxi-
mately three semester hours in a course concerned with the planning
and conducting of after-school activities such as camera clubs, music,
art, band, etc. In view of the fact that most ohysical educators are
charged with the responsibility of coaching, it becomes aoparent that
he will have little time for this type of activity which this par-
ticular course emohasizes.

CHAPTER IV
GENERAL ACADEMIC EDUCATION
Twenty- three institutions require a median of fifty-two semester
hours in courses that have been classified under general academic edu-
cation. The maximum number of hours required by any one institution
is seventy-two, and the minimum thirty. There was little agreement as
to what specific courses should be included. Because of the tremendous
number and variety of courses offered by institutions in this area, it
became necessary to use broad and general subject matter headings in
many instances. Examples of such are mathematics, history, political
science, social science, religion and philosophy. There is a great
need for all concerned with curriculum construction, to determine
what courses are essential and also allow the student an ample number
of elective hours which may be used toward his second-teaching field.
English
. Of the four functions - reading, writing, speaking and
listening, which forms the core for English teaching, it was found
that all the institutions required courses in the first three, but
none in the fourth - listening. The aoproximate mean number of hours
required in English courses by the twenty-three institutions is
thirteen. The maximum number of hours required by any institution, is
twenty and the minimum is nine. Ninety per cent of all English courses
are offered during the freshman and soohomore years.
Nineteen institutions required a median of six hours in English
or

composition. Eighteen reouire an approximate median of three hours
credit in courses relevant to the principles of sneaking, and nine a
median of six hours in courses that combine literature and composition.
Social Science. Twenty institutions require a median of six hours
in some aspect of the social sciences. Although there is fair agree-
ment as to the inclusion of social science in the curriculum, there is
little agreement as to what specific courses are most essential. There
is a definite need for sociologists in the negro college to isolate
those elements in his field that should be included in the teacner-
training orogram. All teaching is done in a "social-medium," and it
may be ascertained that the teacher with limited foundations in this
"medium" will never reach his full potentiality as an educator.
Mathe ma.tic s. Fifteen institutions require a median of six semes-
ter hours in such courses as algebra, geometry, trigonometry and
general mathematics. Although the majority of institutions require
courses in this field, there is, however, little agreement as to which
ones are most essential. In the best interest of individual student
growth, no institution should offer "blanket" courses in mathematics.
The specific courses which students are required to take, should be
determined by diagnostic tests. The modal year-olacement of such
courses is the first.
History
. Fourteen institutions require a median of six hours in
some phase of history. Courses most commonly required were ancient,
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modern, American and history of the United States. The majority of
history courses were required in the first and second years.
Modern Lan^ua^es
.
Eight institutions require a median of twelve
semester hours in some type of foreign language.
Politi ca l °cience
.
Eight institutions require a median of three
semester hours in some phase of economics. The most popular course
offered or required wes the "Principles of Economics. w
Music and Art Appreciation . Seven institutions require a median
of three semester hours in art appreciation, and four a median of two
hours in courses concerned with the appreciation of music. The
majority of such courses are offered in the freshman and soohomore
years
.
Data relevant to other courses required in this area, the number
of hours required, and the number of schools requiring them are as
follows:
COURSE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
MEDIAN NUMBER
OF HOURS
Electives
Religion
Negro History
Socio-Econoraic Geography
Military Science
Philosophy
Home Economics
Humanities
Race Relations
Soil Conservation
18
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
17.0
3.6
3.0
3.0
6.0
6.5
6.0
6.0
3.0
1.5
K
CHAPTER V
FOUNDATION SCIENCES
The area of foundation science is comnosed of such courses as
anatomy, nhysiology, bioloo-y, general chemistry, ohysical science,
bacteriology, zoology and genetics.
All twenty-three institutions reauire varied decrees of semester
hour credit in the foundation sciences. There is also a great
variance among the institutions relative to the specific courses re-
quired. The maximum number of hours reouired by any one institution
is twenty-six, and the minimum ten. The aooroximate median number of
hours for all is twenty.
Sixteen institutions require a median of three semester hours in
elementary human nhysiology. The maximum number of hours required by
any one institution is 5. A and the minimun two. Through the median of
this course and physiology combined with anatomy, it may be stated
that all institutions reauired varied degrees of credit in human
nhysiology.
Nine institutions require a median of three semester hours in
elementary anatomy. The maximum number required by any school is
four, and the minimum is two. Five institutions did not require any
courses in anatomy whatsoever.
Eight institutions require a median of four semester hours in
courses which combine anatomy with nhysiology. Two institutions

require aporoxima tely five hours each in comparative anatomy of
vertebrates. This last course is more appropriate for the training of
biology majors rather than ohysical educators.
General Biology and Zoology . Twelve institutions require a
median of six semester hours in general biology and a like number a
median of four hours in general zoology. By reference to Table IV,
it is seen that twenty-three institutions require either general bio-
logy or zoology, and one requires both. These courses are primarily
offered in the student's first and second year.
General Chemistry a nd Phys i cal Science . Thirteen institutions
require a median of eight semester hours in general chemistry, ^he
average year-olacement varies between the first and second year.
Five institutions require a median of eight semester hours in
general chemistry. The average year-placement varies between the
first and second year.
Five institutions require a median of six hours in survey courses
of physical science. Year-placement was about evenly distributed be-
tween the freshmen and soohomore years. Only one institution re-
quired both of the courses under discussion, however, six insti-
tutions ^ave the student choice of one or the other.
Data relevant to other specific courses required, median number
of hours, and the number of schools requiring them are as follows:

COURSE
MEDIAN NUMBER
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS - OF HOURS
Bacteriology
Botany-
Genetics
Vertebrate Biology
Vertebrate Embryology
5 3.3
4 3.3
1 2.0
1 3.0 -
1 3.0
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CHAPTER VI
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
The twenty-three institutions require an approximate mean of
4.6. 2 semester hours of course work be carried in this area. The
maximum number of hours required by any institution is sixty-six and
the minimum twenty-five.
The specific courses required varied tremendously, and the
titles of many were not good indicators course content. Arranging
the titles into alphabetical order, it was found that the twenty-
three institutions yielded a total of two hundred and forty diff-
erently named courses which are listed as follows:
1. Activities Techniques.
2. Adaptation of Physical Education.
3. Activities for the Typical Individual.
U. Administration of Athletics in High School.
5. Administration of Health and Physical Education.
6. Administration of Physical Education in Public Schools.
7. Administration and Supervision of Health and Physical Education.
8. Adult Snorts.
9. Advanced Folk Dancing.
10. Advanced Gymnastics.
11. Advanced Personal Health.
12. Advanced Physical Education.
13. Advanced Practice.
14-. Advanced Swimming
15. Advanced Techniques in Badminton and Tennis.
16. Advanced Techniques in Basketball and Track.
17. Aoplied ^natomy
IS. Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology
19. Applied Anatom and Physiology
20. Applied Kinesiology
21. Applied Physiology
22. Aquatics and Related Activities
23. Archery
35

24. Athletic Coaching
25. Athletic Coaching and Officiating
26. Athletic Officiating
27. Athletic Training
28. Basketball
29. Basketball and Track
30. Body Mechanics
31. Brief History of Physical Education
32. Camping
33. Character and Folk Dsnce
34-. Coaching of Athletics
35. Coacning Basketball
36. Caching of Major Shorts
37. Coaching Methods
3S. Coaching Seasonal Activities
39. Coaching of Sports
40. Coaching of Team Sports for »»omen
41. Communicable Diseases
42. Community Hygiene
A3. Community Hygiene and Sanitation
44. Community Play
45. Community * Recreation
46. Conditioning Exercises
47. Contemporary Dance
4». Correctives
49. Correctives and First Aid
50. Correctives and Remedial Physical Education
51. Corrective Physical Education
52. Dance Composition
53. Directed Teaching in Health and Physical Education
54. Elementary Personal Hygiene
55. Evaluation Procedures in physical Education
56. First Aid
57. First Aid and Accident Prevention
58. First Aid and Injuries
59. First Aid and Massage
60. First Aid and Safety
61. First Aid and Safety Education
62. Folk and National Dances
63. Folk and National Dancing
64. Folk and Tao Dancing
65. ^olk Dancing
66. Folk Festivals
67. *olk Rhythms
60. Fresirimen Physical Education
69. Freshmen Physical Education Practice
70. Fundamental Motor Skills and Graded Games

71. Games and Soorts
72. General "^natomy
73. General Physical Education Activity
74. Golf
75. Group Games
76. Gymnastics
77. Gymnastic Practice
78. Gymnastics and Stunts
79. Health and Physical Educe tion
SO. Health and Physical Education
SI. health and Safety
82. Health Diagnosis
S3. Health jJia^nosis and Individual Physical Education
84. Health Education
85. aealth Education in the Elementary School
86. health Examination
87. uealth Instruction
88. Health Problems for the School Child
89. Health Programs in School
90. History and Principles of Health and Physical Education
91. History and Principles of Physical Education
92. History of Dhysical Education
93. Hockey and Soccer
94. Hygiene
95. Individual Corrective Physical Education
96. Individual °hysic?l Education
97. Individual Snorts
98. Intermediate Swimming
99. Intramurals
100. Intramural Activities
101. Intramurals Athletics
102. Intramurals and Interscholastic ^oorts and Athletics
103. Introduction of Tests and Measurements in Health and Physical
Education
104. Introduction to Healtn Education
105. Introduction to Physic?il Education
106. Introduction to Mental Hygiene
107. Kinesiology
108. Leadership in Community Recreation
109. Leadershio in Recreational Activities
110. Low Organized Games and Minor Sports
111. Major and Minor ^oorts
112. Major Soorts
113. wiajor Physical Practice
11Z. Mass Athletics
m. Materials and Methods
116. Materials and Methods for the Elementary School

117. Materials and Methods in Physical Edudation
118. Materials and Methods in Physical Education in Elementary Schools
119. Materials and Methods in Physical Education in Junior and Senior
High Schools
120. Materials and Methods in Junior and Senior High Schools
121. Materials and Methods in the Teaching of Physical Education
122. Materials and Methods of the Dance
123. Method and Materials for Health and Safety for Elementary
Teachers
134. methods, Basketball
125. Methods in Health Education
126. Methods in Health Education Teaching
127. Methods in Health and Physical Education
128. Methods and Materials in Physical Education
129. Methods in Physical Education
130. Methods of Teaching Physical Education
131. Minor woorts
132. Modern Dance
133. Modern Interoretive Dance
134. Modern and SociO. Dancing
135. Modern ^ancing
136. Modern Dance Technique
137. Mature and Function of Play
13o. Norman and Elementary Diagnosis
139. Norman Diagnosis
HO. Nutrition
1-41. Organization and Administration
14.2. Organization and Administration of Intramural Athletics
14.3. Organization and Administration of Health and Physical Education
1^4. Organization and Administration of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation
145. Organization and Administration of Physical and Health Education
146. Organization and Administration of Physical Education
147. Organization of Phvsical Education and Health
148. Organization and Administration of Recreation
149. Organization, Administration and Supervision of Physical and
Health Education
150. Organization and SuDervision of an Intramural Program
151. Orientation in Physical Education
152. Personal and Community Health
153. Personal Health
154. Personal Hygiene
155. Physical ^ia^nosis
156. Physical Education
157. Physical Education Activity
158. Physical Education Activities
159. Physical Education for Fresnmen
160. Physical Education for Freshmen Majors

161. Physical Education for Sophomores
162. Physical Education for ^ophomore Majors
163. Physical Education for the A-tyoical Student
I64.. Physical Education for the Classroom Teacher
165. Physical Education Practice
166. phvsical Inspection
167. Physiological Tests and Measurements
.
168. Physiology of Exercise
169. Play and Community Recreation
170. Play and Games for Elementary Schools
171. Play and Recreation in Education
172. Playground and Community Recreation
173. Playground Recreation
174. Practices and Procedures in Health for ^lementary Schools
175. Practices and Procedures in Physical Education for Elementary
Schools
176. Principles and Methods of Observation
177. Principles and Philosophy of nealth and Physical Education
176. Principles and Practices in First Aid
179. Princioles and Practices of Scouting
ISO. Princioles of Health Education
131. Principles of Physical Education
182. Princioles of Teaching in Health Education
183. Problems in Healtn and Physical Education
I84.. Program Dlanning in health and Physical Education
185. Public and School Hygiene
186. Recent Trends in Physical Education- in the "lementary Schools
187. Recreational Games and •-'ports
138. Recreational Leadership
139. Recreational Problems
190. Required Physical Activity
191. Required Physical Practice
192. Rhythmics
193. ^ral Recreation
194.. Safety end First Aid
19.5 . Safety Procedures and First Aid
196. Safety Procedures in Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics
197. School and Community Hygiene
198. School Health Education
199. School Health Programs
200. School Rygiene
201. School Procrams in Physical "due3 1 ion
202. Scouting and Grouo Leadership
203. Seasonal Activities
20'4. Seminar
205. Seminar in Health and Physical Education
206. Skill Techniques of Individual Team Shorts

207. Softball and Hockey
208. Somohomore Physical Practice
209. Soecial Metho is
210. Special Methods
211. Suoervision and Administration of Physical Education
212. Swimming
213. Swimming and Life Saving
214. Tap and Clo^ Dancing
215. Tan and Folk Dancing
216. Tan Dancing
217. Tan Rhythms
218. Techniques of the Modern Dance
219. Team Games and Mass Athletics
220. Tennis
221. Tests and Measurements
222. Tests and Measurements in Physical Education
223. The Modern Dance
224. The Organization and Administration of Physical Education
225. The Teaching of Physical Education
226. Theory and Practice in Physical Education for "'omen
227. Theory and Practice of Individual Body Mechanics
228. Theory and Practice of Individual Soorts
229. Theory and Practice of Minor °oorts
230. Theory and Practice of Organized Play
231. Theory and Practice of Team ^oorts
232. Theory and Practice of the Dance
233. Theory of Coaching
234. Theory of Play and Recreation
235. Track and Field
236. Tumbling and Stunts
237. Thumbling, Stunts and Self-Testing Activities
236. Volleyball and Basketball
Before classification of these courses could be made into the
various areas, it became necessary to reduce this maze of courses
under more common headings.
After studying the descrintive course content listed under the
title in the various bulletins, twenty-one self-explanatory headings
were decided upon with the possible exceotion of the first, they are
1. Physical Education Fundamentals.
This heading includes, courses designed to acquaint the
student with the wide range of ohysical activities and

fundamentals.
2. Individual Snorts
3. Methods in Minor Snorts
4. Methods in Major Snorts
5. Combative Activities
6. Aauatics
7. Rhythm (Theory and Practice)
8. Gymnastics and Calisthenics
9. Athletic Coaching
10. Methods in Physical Education
11. Materials and Methods in Health and Physical Education
12. Materials and Methods in Health and Physical Education for
Elementary Schools
13. Physical Education Slectives
H. First Aid, Training and Safety
15. Adult Snorts
16. Officiating
17. Major Practice
18. Play Supervision
19. Physical Theraoy
20. Intramural Activities
21. Practice Teaching
Although recommendations have been consolidated into one chapter,
it can be definitely ascertained that there is a tremendous need for
institutions to use course titles that more or less give the reader
an idea of the actual content of the course.
The oractice of numbering activity courses by the numbers P E -
1-2 and 3 should be discontinued. 1'itles such as this tell school
administrators notning and they are a hindrance when a student trans-
fers from one institution to another or apnlies for graduate school.
Course titles must be formulated which give the individual who is
totally strange to the institution, a relevant indication as to the
content the course covers.
The remaining portion of the chanter is devoted to hours and
courses reouired in the sub-areas of:

1. Health Education
2. Recreation
3. Interpretation
U. Organization and Administration
5. Educability
6. Program
7. Leadership
8. General and Individ ual
Health Education . All of the twenty-three institutions required
varying degrees of hourly credit in courses that may be classified
under the heading of "Health Education." In general, the number of
hours and specific courses required vary greatly in different insti-
tutions. From Table V, it may be seen that the largest number of hours
reouired by any one institution is 17.3 and the smallest is 2. The
median number of hours required by the twenty-three institutions is 6.
Data relevant to the soecific courses, median number of hours and
the number of institutions reauiring them are as follows:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Personal and Community Hygiene 21 3.0
Methods and Materials in Health
Education 9 2.5
Principles of Health Education 3 2.5
Health Programs in Schools 6 2.5
Health Education 5 2.0
School and Community Health Problems 3 2.0
'Elements of Nutrition 2 2.6
From the preceding data, it becomes readily apparent that only
a few teacning-training institutions are equipping the physical edu-
cator with the necessary foundations for health instruction. It is a
known fact that most secondary scnools do not have the necessary funds
to emoloy "Health Specialists" for the purpose of health instruction.

In the majority of cases, the school administrator or principal ex-
pects the physical educator to be trained to perform these duties.
Recreation. Five of the twenty-three institutions required no
courses whatsoever in the field of recreation. Nineteen reauired an
approximate median number of 2.5 semester hours. Relative to the
specific courses reouired b y the various institutions, it was found
that five reouired courses in recreational leadership, and a like
number in the theory and function of play, four in community recrea-
tion, three in camping and scouting, and two in playground recreation.
Other courses listed and their frequency of requirement are recrea-
tional problems, (l) organization and administration, (2) recreation-
al crafts, and (3) rural recreation. The largest number of hours
required by any institution in recreational courses is 7, and the
smallest number is 1.4.
Interpretation
.
Types of courses that have been classified as
interpretive are as follows:
Introduction to Physical Education
History of Physical Education
History and Principles of Physical Education
Principles of Physical Education
Principles and Methods of Observation
By inspecting the titles, it may be seen that such courses are
primarily designed to introduce the student to the field, and pro-
vide him with a background of material pertinent to the study of
physical education.

Twenty-two of the twenty-three institutions required a median
of four semester hours in internretive courses. Nine hours was the
greatest number required by any particular institution, and two was
the smallest number.
Eleven institutions required a median of two semester hours in
courses oertinent to introducing the student to physical education.
It might be well to state that in some instances, institutions pre-
sented under the title "Introduction to Physical Education" different
types of content. In some cases it was found that such titled courses
meant no more than an introduction to fundamental physical activities.
The majority of courses so titled, were theoretical in nature and it
may be stated further that those of the activity tyne have not been
classified in this area.
"History and Principles" was required by nine institutions, and
three semester nours was the approximate median. A course dealing
solely with the history of physical education was required by seven
institutions. The approximate median number of hours required was
two. Eight institutions required a median of 2.5 s-mester hours in
courses concerned with the principles of physical education. Four
semester hours relevant to the principles and methods of observation
were required by one institution.
Organization and Administration . This classification envelops
all courses of an organizational nature with the exception of those
pertaining solely to recreation. There was a great variety of title

nomenclature relevant to courses concerned with organization of
health and ohysical education. To facilitate reoort, the title
"Organization and Administration of Health and Physical Education"
has been made all inclusive.
Nineteen institutions required a median of three semester hours
in this course. Four did not recuire any hourly credit in it. The
non- inclusion of such a course would seem here to be a serious
weakness in the teacher- training programs of those institutions con-
cerned. The day when the teacher only needed to be grounded in the
fundamentals of his subject matter, is over. Today, all teachers
need to have some decree of organizational ability if they are ever
to approximate their full ootentiality as educators.
Five institutions required a median of three semester hours in
courses concerned with the organization and administration of intra-
murals. Two required 2.5 semester hours in courses related to the
organization and administration of interscholastic athletics.
Educability . Examoles of courses falling under the heading
would be those concerned with physical diagnosis, evaluation (Tests
and Measurements) and child growth and develooment.
Only twelve of the twenty- three institutions reouired any hourly
credit in courses the nature of which relegates them to this classi-
fication area. The approximate median number of hours required by
these institutions in this area is 2.5.
Seven institutions required a median of two semester hours in

health and physical diagnostic courses. A median of 2.5 semester
hours credit is required in tests and measurements by six insti-
tutions. Two required six semester hours each in child growth and
development.
Program
.
Examoles of courses relegated to this area are those
concerned with corrective and individual physical education, kinesi-
ology^ body mechanics, ohysiology of exercise and general orogram
planning in health and physical education.
Seventeen institutions required varying degrees of hourly credit
in such courses. The greatest number of hours required by any one
particular institution was twelve, snd the smallest was two. The
aoproximate median number of hours required by all is 4.7.
Relevant to course titles, it may be positively stated that
there is great need for future clarification. The titled "Applied
Anatomy and Physiology" was often misused. A title such as this nre-
supposes a course content, the nature of which is concerned with an
analysis of human motion and the ohysiology of exercise, and not ele-
mentary physiology. Misnomers relevant to courses do the student an
injustice, especially if transferring from one institution to another
or applying for graduate school.
Data relevant to the specific courses, median number of hours,
and the number of institutions requiri n? them are as follows:

COURSE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
MEDIAN NUMBER
OF HOURS
Corrective and Individual
Physical Education
Kinesiology
Aoplied Anatomy and Physiology
Physiology of Exercise
Progrsa Planning in Health and
15
7
3
3
2.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
Physical Education
Body Mechanics
2
1
5.0
3.0
leadership
. All twenty-three institutions required varying
degrees of semester hour credit leadership courses. The median
number of hours was found to be twenty-three . The maximum number of
hours required by any one institution was thirty-six and the minimum
six. From this range of hours it becomes definitely obvious that
the type, character and ouality of teacher-training that is offered
the student in Negro institutions of higher learning, varies tre-
mendously. In general, there is more agreement relative to the
number of hours reouired than to the specific courses which are re-
ouired
.
"Physica l Education Fundamentals . Twenty institutions required
a median of four semester hours in course designed to acquaint the
student with various activities and techniques. The majority of such
courses were offered during the student's first two years. It was
found that the number of credit hours and the number of class hours
varied a great deal relevant to the courses under discussion, ^ome
institutions gave three hours credit for three class hours per week

whereas others gave no hourly credit for a like number of class
periods per week. In general, the hourly credit for such courses
varied from none to three.
Rhythmics . Thirteen institutions required theory and practice
courses in rhythmics. Six hours credit was the maximum requirement
for any one school and l.Z. the minimum. The approximate median num-
ber of hours for those schools requiring such courses was two.
Courses which combined theory with practice usually carried three
semester hours of credit; those nrimarily concerned with rhythmical
activity between six-tenths to two semester hours. The most pooular
year-placement for such courses were the second and third.
Gymnastics and Ca listhenics . Twelve instituions required a
median of two semester hours in such activities. The maximum re-
ouired by any one institution is four and the minimum six- tenths.
No modal year-placement was found for these courses. They were
spread throughout the entire four year range.
Individual Snorts . Eleven institutions required a median of two
semester hours in some ohase of physical activity which may be classi-
fied as ihdividuc.1 snorts. The maximum number required by any one
institution was four and the minimum 1.4.
Methods in Major Snorts. Nine institutions required a median
of two semester hours in activities that were termed most often
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"Major Snorts." The majority of such courses were offered during the
student's second and thir>d year.
Aquatics . Seven institutions required a median of 1.4. semester
hours in some ohase of aquatics. The maximum number of hours required
by any one institution is three and the minimum one. Only one insti-
tution with the facilities to require aquatics did not.
Major Practice . Six institutions require a mean of approximately
three semester hours in courses designed to give the student practice
in leading grouos and developing skills in physical activities . The
m "<~>rity of such courses were offered in the junior and senior years.
Methods in T"'inor Snorts
.
Five institutions required a median of
two semester hours in the theory and practice of minor shorts. The
maximum number of hours required by any one institution is four and
the minimum six tenths.
Combatives and Intramure! Activities . Two institutions require
one semester hour of credit in combe tive activities and a like number
require three semester hours in what they term "Intra murals.
"
First Aid, Training and Safety . Nineteen institutions required
a median of two semester hours in courses that included all of the
three elements above or a combination of two of them.

Athletic Coaching . Sixteen institutions required s median of
four semester hours in courses related to the various aspects of
coaching. In the majority of instances, such courses were a year in
duration with the emohasis upon basketball, softball and track. Six
semester hours was the maximum nurrber required by any institution and
two the minimum. In cases where more than four semester hours were
required, those schools concerned generally offered individual courses
in coaching basketball, softball and track.
Metho ds and Ma teria ls in Health a nd Physical Education . Nine
institutions required an approximate median of three semester hours
in courses designed to orovide the student with the methods and
materials of instruction in Physical education.
Seven institutions required a median of three semester hours in
a methods course and five required a median of two semester hours in
courses relevant to methods and materials for the elementary school.
The majority of institutions offer the above tyr»e of courses during
the latter half of the junior year and the senior.
Qfeher Required Courses . Data relevant to other specific courses,
the median number of hours and the number of institutions requiring
them are as follows:
COURSE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
MEDIAN NUMBER
OF HOURS
Play Supervision
Officiating
Adult Snorts
Physical Thereby
Physical Education Electives
2
1
1
1
1
1.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
1.0

By way of summary, it was found that the average number of hours
required in activity courses by twenty-two institutions is 10.7.
The maximum number of hours required by any one institution in such
courses is IB. 5 whereas the minimum number is 0. One institution
required two courses in such activity courses, but gave no hourly
credit for them.
Seven of the twenty-three institutions did not require any
courses in methods, or methods and materials in health and ohysical
education. No school required courses that were solely concerned
with the curriculum in health and Dhysical education.
General and Individual
.
Eight institutions required varied
numbers of semester hours in courses that are here classified as
general and individual. The maximum number of hours recuired by any
institution in such courses was 7.3 snd the minimum 2.
Four institutions required a median of two semester hours in
courses, the nature of which were to stimulate individual study and
research. These were titled "Seminar in Health and Physical Edu-
cation" and "Senior Research."
Two institutions required courses relevant to problems in health
and physical education. One carried 3.3 semester hours credit and
the other two. Two institutions required that the student eledt
aporoximately four semester hours in theory courses in physical edu-
cation. One institution gave four hours of credit for what it termed

"Health and "Physical Education Conferences." These conferences were
required every quarter for the four years.

CHAPTER VII
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
General Findings
.
1. Thirty-four institutions of higher learning offer four year
teacher-training programs in health and physical education
leading to the B.A. or B.S. decrees.
2. Fifty institutions offer teacher-training in health and
physical education leading to a minor in the field.
3. The majority of institutions are primarily concerned with
training:
a. Full time male teachers of physical education for
the secondary grades.
b. Full time female teachers of physical education for
the secondary trades.
c. Part-time male and female teachers of physical edu
cation for the secondary grades.
L. The majority of institutions do not attempt to:
a. Prepare the general classroom teacher to teach
physical education in the elementary grades.
b. Preoare the full time teacher for the elementary
school.
c. Prenare the Dart-time teacner in physical education
for the elementary school.
5. There is a comnlete absence of uniformity of the professional
training curricula in health and physical education among
the institutions studied.
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6. The twenty-three catalogues and bulletins of the institutions
selected for this study yielded two hundred and forty
differently named courses relevant to health, physical edu-
cation and recreation.
7. A widerrange existed among institutions relevant to the num-
ber of hours and the tynes of courses in the area of general
professional education; general academic education; the
foundation sciences; and health, ohysical education and
recreation. Measures of central tendency and variability
in these areas are as follows:
MEAN NUMBER RANGE IN
AREA NUMBER OF HOURS HOURS
General Professional Education 23 20 19.8
General Academic Education 23 51.2 4.2
Foundation Science 23 19 16
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation 23 4-6.2 41
Throughout tnis study, no reference has been made to a specific
institution. This orecedent, however, must be broken and special
commendation be given to Hamoton Institute for its fine organization
of course sequences. It is the only institution of the twenty-three
specifically studied that offers all the types of training mentioned
in findings three and four. Some of the "highlights" in its bulletin
are (1) the student majoring in physical education is provided with
course sequences in eight different fields from which to choose his
minor; (2) course sequences for majors in secondary education who
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wish to minor in ohysical education are provided; (3) course sequences
for majors in elementary education who wish to minor in physical edu-
cation, are provided; and (4.) course sequences for students desiring
to minor in recreation are also outlined.
It is suggested here that directors of health and physical edu-
cation procure and study this bulletin, not for the purpose of re-
producing the content in their bulletins, but from the viewpoint of how
a staff provides for the total educational growth of the students in
its department.
Findings in the Area of General Professional Education
.
1. There was less variance among the institutions relevant to
the number of semester hours required in this area than in
any of the others.
2. The majority of the institutions studied require eighteen or
more semester hours in the orofessional studies.
3. "Educational Psychology" was required by the majority of the
institutions - twenty.
4. Forty per cent of the required courses in this area are of a
psychological nature.
5. Courses required by approximately fifty ner cent of the
institutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
General Psychology
Princioles of Secondary Education
Orientation
13
11
11

6. Courses required by approximately one- third of the insti-
tutions are:
COURSES NUMBgfj OF SCHOOLS
Adolescent Psychology 9
Introduction to Education 8
Techniques of Teaching 8
7. Courses required by approximately l/U to l/6 of the insti-
tutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Educational Tests and Measurements 6
Philosophy of Education 4
8. Seven institutions reauire no courses whatsoever that ac-
auaint the student with the principles of secondary edu-
cation.
9. Though it cannot be claimed that there is a lack of psy-
chological requirements in this area, it definitely can be
ascertained that little thought and careful consideration
accompanied the inclusion of many such required courses.
10. Nine institutions did not require any "methods" courses in
secondary education.
Findings in the Area of General Academic Education
.
1. Little consistency existed among institutions relative to
specific courses included in this area.
2. All of the institutions studied reouire an approximate
median of thirteen semester hours in English courses.
Specific courses and the number of schools requiring them

are as follows:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
English Composition 19
English Literature 18
Public Speaking 14.
Composition and Literature 9
3. Twenty-one institutions require an approximate median of six
semester hours in "Social Science" courses.
4. Fifteen institutions require a median of six semester hours
in "Mathematics" courses.
5. Eight institutions do not make provisions for "elective"
courses in their teacher- training program sequences.
6. A median of six semester hours in history courses is required
by fourteen institutions.
7. Courses required by approximately one-third of the insti-
tutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Foreign Languages 8
Political Science 8
Economics 8
Art Appreciation 7
8. Courses required by approximately one-fourth to one-sixth
of the institutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Religion 6
Negro History 5
Music Appreciation 4
Practical Arts 4
Socio-Economic Geography 4-
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Findings in the Area of Foundation Sciences.
1, Much confusion reigned among some institutions relative to
titles given to elementary anatomy and ohysiology courses.
There is a tendency to "dress-uo" such elementary courses witn
titles that are only aoolicable to advanced courses concerned
with the science of motion. Examination of descriptive course
contents revealed that some institutions are orone to write
"briefs" that sre oertinent solelv to first courses, and then
tit,! p thp pou t^p *' A nnl i p<i Ann tnmv a r\c\ Phv^ i nl ncrv " W busa nf*
such title pre suoDOse s the student to have a Darticular tyoe
Ul U t CI -Li.1 JL 1 I K 11C LIO D UOTyX I Id LA.
p r ivc xxibbxuu.ui.urio uu no u pre? od rt? u^it? b uLiu.t? at w x un one t? xciiit! ii ob
of* flfifltnmv Ihv wav of* ft ^incrlp (^miT^p nr nnp thst pomhi np<?
O.'lG. UUUu 6U1VI UIXJ' D lUXUf^jr •
J • Twn "i n c f i + 1 1 + -1 nn<3 t»p nil i t»p pniTPCp a in no mn q t*ci *t* n iro o jiq f nm\r± WLJ itlo u i. OU 1/ iUUo I CUU-LI C ^UUJ oco XII OU !!lya I CI U X V C ftllfll WFmj •
u. Sixteen institutions require a median of three semester hours
in "Human Physiology."
5. Courses required by approximately 50 per cent of the insti-
tutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
General Chemistry 13
General Biology 12
General Zoology 12
6. Courses required by approximately l/3 of the institutions
are
:

COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Human Anatomy 9
Anatomy and Physiology 7
7. Courses recuired by approximately l/U to l/6 of the insti-
tutions are:
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Survey of Physical Science 5
Bacteriology 5
Botany A
Findings in Health, Physical Education and Recreation
.
1. The majority of teacher- training programs are orimarily of a
physical nature - little consideration is given to orenaring
the physical educator to teach health education - recreative
courses are most conspicuous by their absence in most pro-
grams.
2. The emohasis Dlaced uoon wide ranges of activities pre-
suoooses that Southern Negro secondary schools have similar
ranged of facilities, eauioment and nlayfields.
3. The average training program is applicable only to urban
communities.
4. The number of hours required in health education by the insti-
tutions ranged from 17.3 to 2. The approximate median for
all is six. Courses reauired most are as follows:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Personal and Community Hygiene 21 3.0
Methods and Materials in Health
Education 9 2.5
Principles of Health Education 8 2.5
Health Programs in Schools 6 2.5

5. Five institutions do not require any credit in courses per-
taining- to recreation. Median number of hours for those
eighteen institutions requiring such courses is three.
Courses that were required most, numbers of schools re-
auiring and median number of hours follows:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSES NUMBER 0^ SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Recreational Leadership 5 2.0
Play and Community Recreation 4- 3.0
Theory of Play U 2.0
6. Twenty-two of the twenty- three institutions studied recuire
a median of four semester hours in interoretive courses.
Little agreement as to specific types of courses required
exists among the institutions. Courses most frequently re-
quired are:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Introduction to Physical Education 11 2.0
History and Principles of
Physical Education 9 3.0
Princioles of Physical Education 8 2.5
History of Physical Education 7 2.0
7. Four institutions of the twenty-three do not require any
organizational and administrative courses in ohysic«l edu-
cation. Relative to those institutions requiring physical
education, the approximate median number of hours is three.
8. Only twelve institutions require courses concerned with
differences, structural and functional traits and functional
powers in activities relevant to age, sex and other indi-
vidual differences. The median number of hours required in

such courses la two. Courses of this nature, required by
institutions, and median number of hours follow:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Health and Physical Diagnosis 7 2.0
Tests and Measurements 6 2.5
Growth and Development 2 6.0
9. Seventeen institutions require approximately a median of ^.7
semester hours in courses that have been classified under the
heading "Program" in this study. Courses of this type are
concerned with mechanical-anatomical, physiological and psy-
chological analysis of activity. Curriculum and other courses
where the emphasis is primarily upon classification of the
actual activities that make up the physical education pro-
gram have also been included. Courses of these natures,
institutions requiring, and median number of hours follow:
MEDIAN NUMBER
COURSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Corrective and Individual
Physical Education 15 2.0
Kinesiology 7 3.0
Applied Anatomy and Physiology 3 4-.0
Physiology of Exercise 3 3.0
Program Planning in Health and
Physical Education 2 2.5
Body Mechanics 1 3.0
10. Relative to "Leadership" courses, it was found that all
institutions require varying degrees of semester hour
credit in this area . The maximum number of hours required
by any one institution is thirty-six and the minimum six.
The approximate median number of required hours is twenty-

three.
11. Little consistency of agreement existed among the insti-
tutions as to the type of "Leadershio" courses required.
12. Seven institutions did not require any courses in "Methods"
or "Methods and Materials" in health and physical education.
13. Activity courses and "Practice Teacning" comprised aporoxi-
mstely eighty-five per cent of the leadership requirements.
14. Course titles to activity courses differ tremendously. In
general, titles are poor indicators as to actual course con-
tent.
15. Only eight institutions require course work in that area that
has been termed "General and Individual." Courses required,
number of schools requiring, and median number of hours
follow:
MEDIAN NUMBER
ftOJRSES NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF HOURS
Seminar or Research U 2.0
Problems in Health and
Physical Education 2 2.6
Physical Education Electives 2 3.5
Health and Physical Education
Conferences 1 4.0

CONCLUSIONS
I. From the varied course offerings and hourly requirements, it
becomes apparent that teacher-training in health and physical education
in Negro institutions of higher learning is characterized by an absence
of uniformity. It might be reasoned that the relative "newness" of the
teacher-training movement is the cause of this lack of uniformity and
that with the oassing of time, there will be more general agreement.
This dependance upon "time" to cure ills, mistakes and solve problems
is very unstable, when it comes to bringing about constructive changes.
The time for action is now while such programs are in a. flexible state
and more accessible to change. It may be specifically concluded that
there is great need for the establishment of some form of unifying
agency or organization.
II. The lack of emphasis placed upon health instruction in the
teacher- training orograms is surprising in view of the fact that
secondary school principals in the majority of schools except the
Dhysical educator to be trained to teach courses in health education.
Many college physical educators may feel that health instruction should
be performed by the health educator of "healty specialist." In theory
this is true, but in actual practice it is seldom the case. We in
Negro education must be practical and stop looking at things as they
should be. For results, we must fact things as they really are and
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truly are. Negro elementary and secondary schools do not have the
funds to hire "health soecialists, designed to provide the ohysical
educator with the foundations of health instruction.
The following courses are suggested for examination:
1. Personal and Community Hygiene.
2. Health Education in Public Schools.
3. Methods and Materials in Health Instruction.
III. In view of the fact that the majority of Negro secondary
schools are quite poor, it seems to this writer that the tremendous
emphasis placed uoon snorts and physical activities in the teacher-
training program is another instance of not facing the real situation.
Wide ranges of sports and activities presupoose facilities and equip-
ment. Ninety oer cent of Negro schools have little or no necessary
facilities and equipment to put into operation the types of programs
•
being advocated by the majority of the institutions of higher learning.
IV. There is specific need for better planning to those elements
of the foundation sciences that are included in the program. The
chief fault with the biological sciences that were reouired was that
they were not directed at the individual and the community in which
he lives. No evidence could be found in the bulletins studies that
these sciences were educationally orientated. There was also a
tendency for some schools to deal with microscooic structure rather
than gross structure in anatomy and ohysiology courses.

CHAPTER VI IT
RECOMMENDATIONS
I. It is recommended that all institutions offerin? teacher-
training apply for membership in the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, and that staff members attend
meetings and actively participate in the association's program. It is
to the advantage of our Negro youth to "tan" every oossible resource
that can contribute to his total development.
IT. Due to the fact that the responsibility of health instru-
ction, in most cases, lies with the physical educator, it is recommend-
ed here that institutions include in their programs, courses designed
to provide the physical educator with the foundations of health instru-
ction.
The following courses are suggested for examination:
1. Personal and Community Hygiene.
2. Health Education in Public Schools.
3. Methods and Materials in Health Instruction.
III. xt is recommended that college physical-educators venture
out into the field of public education and familiarize themselves with
existing conditions pertinent to physical education, and then decide
what activities are actually applicable to these conditions. These
activities should be stressed in the teacher-training program and not
a range of activities that the physical educator could only use in
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cities such as St. Louis and Los Anp-eles that are blessed with large
play ar^as, gymnasiums and all kinds of equioment.
IV. *t is recommended that institutions educationally orientate
their biological sciences snecif ically to show the students how these
sciences are related to evervday life. The anatomy and nhysioloery
courses should be more concerned with gross structure than micro-
sconic, and those in situations reouirino- no anatomy should at least
recuire a minimum of three semester hours.
V. By way of conclusion, it is recommended that all institutions
oause and take stock of their oresent teacher-training programs and
weigh the advisability of certain oolicies and chart a course that
comes nearer to meeting the needs of soutnern Negro youth. The
ohysical educator must seek out the sociologist, osycholocist, bio-
logist and the general educator, and elicit their aid in the for-
mulation of the teacher-training nrogram in health, ohysical edu-
cation and recreation. Physical education is a oart of the total edu-
cational structure, not something distant and special. We must
acouaint these individuals in other fields with the values that can be
derived from ohysical education, and we must utilize contributions
from their field not solely to strengthen our field, but to imorove
the total educational structure. We serve youth best by givin? him
a type of educational orogram that takes into consideration his
ohysical, mental and emotional needs.
IIt
CHAPTER IX
SUGGESTIONS FOR POSSIBLE FURTHER STUDY
The field of health and physical education with resoect to
negroes is one that has been relatively unexplored. The few studies
which have been made oroved to be of great value, in that they have
shown the need for more extensive study in this field.
The author has no knowledge of any studies which have been made
relating the soecific material of the oresent study and therefore
would like to present the following suggestions for further study:
1. A comparison of the program in Negro institutions with
accented standards.
2. A study of the ohysical education equioment and facilities
in the various N^gro institutions.
3. A comparison of the needs and problems in health and physical
educationl
a. -Problems which Negro institutions share with white
institutions
.
b. Problems oeculiar to Negro institutions.
U. A personnel study of Nsgro teachers of health and physical
education.
5. A comparison of the program and equioment in Negro institu-
tions which are privately endowed.
6. A comparative study of the curricula in Nsgro and white
77

institutions
.
7. The Drogram in corrective physical education in Negro
institutions
8. The Drogram and equipment in secondary segregated schools.
9. The influence of health and physical education upon the
mental health of Negro college students.
10. The college health examination and the health service
programs.
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